LETTERS

An unusual presentation of a common disease
M von Lilienfeld-Toal, S Merkelbach-Bruse, F L Dumoulin

A variety of rheumatic syndromes have been associated with neoplasia. We report a case of occult metastatic breast cancer which presented with symptoms and signs of adult onset Still’s disease (AOSD).

CASE REPORT
In July 2002, a 52 year old Caucasian woman presented with a 4 week history of high, spiking fevers (up to 40°C) that were accompanied by a transient macular rash, myalgia, and arthralgia affecting most joints. Initially, there had been a sore throat and painful lymphadenopathy in the left supraclavicular fossa. A lymph node was removed for histopathological examination and the lymphadenopathy resolved spontaneously. The past medical history was unremarkable other than a family history of breast cancer which had affected two second degree relatives. The physical and gynaecological examinations were unremarkable. There was no peripheral lymphadenopathy. Blood tests showed a normochromic, normocytic anaemia (haemoglobin 100 g/l), a leucocytosis (12.3 g/l; 85% neutrophils), raised C reactive protein (CRP; 91 mg/l), and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR; 94/120), an exceptionally high serum ferritin level (21 762 \text{mg/l}), abnormal liver function tests (\gamma-glutamyltransferase 105 U/l, aspartate aminotransferase 32 U/l), and lactate dehydrogenase (532 U/l). Testing for bacterial, viral, or fungal infection and autoantibody screens were consistently negative. Additional investigation (ultrasound, computed tomography scan, bone marrow aspirate) showed only splenomegaly and increased numbers of normal sized lymph nodes in the left axilla.

At that stage the clinical diagnosis of AOSD was made based on the presence of all the diagnostic criteria (fever, arthralgia, rash, leucocytosis as well as sore throat, lymphadenopathy, splenomegaly, liver dysfunction, and absence of rheumatoid factor and antinuclear antibody) proposed by Yamaguchi et al.1 Treatment was started with aspirin (3 g/day) and this resulted in a gradual resolution of fever. To our surprise, the histopathological examination of the lymph node removed initially disclosed a small breast cancer metastasis (fig 1).

Further investigation including mammography, ultrasound, and magnetic resonance imaging of both breasts showed a 15 mm suspicious mass in the left breast. A lumpectomy and lymph node dissection was carried out. The lesion was diagnosed as a ductal adenocarcinoma and all dissected lymph nodes (n = 28) were normal. After tumour resection, fever, and all other symptoms of AOSD, including serological markers of inflammation such as ESR, CRP, and ferritin, returned to normal without further symptomatic treatment. The patient is currently receiving adjuvant chemotherapy.

DISCUSSION
AOSD is an inflammatory disorder of unknown aetiology characterised by fever, arthritis, and skin rashes.1–4 Symptoms of AOSD are known to occur in patients with haematological malignancies. However, they have also rarely been described as the first symptoms in patients with breast cancer,5–7 although fever as a paraneoplastic symptom is generally uncommon in such patients.8 Interestingly, published reports describe patients with similar features: all had metastatic cancer affecting lymph nodes with a relatively small tumour mass and in all patients the AOSD-like symptoms resolved completely after successful tumour treatment. Thus metastatic breast cancer, as well as lymphoma and leukaemia may mimic AOSD. The unusual presentation (AOSD) of an all too common disease (metastatic breast cancer) should remind us that symptoms of rheumatic diseases can sometimes be clues to occult malignancies9 and emphasises the importance of a thorough search for underlying occult neoplastic disease.
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Figure 1 Histopathological finding of the axillary lymph node biopsy (magnification \(\times 250\)). Note the metastatic infiltration (haematoxylin and eosin stain (A)) and the dense lymphocytic infiltrate consisting of CD8 positive T lymphocytes (immunoperoxidase stain (B)). Polymerase chain reaction analysis showed a polyclonal pattern of V gamma rearrangement (data not shown).
Combined therapy for pyoderma gangrenosum

A P Rozin, A Balbir-Gurman, L Gilead, D Slodownik

We report a case of successful combined therapy for rapidly progressive pyoderma gangrenosum (PG). A 78 year old woman was admitted to the department of rheumatology with large right leg skin ulcers affecting the anterior and mediolateral lower shin region (fig 1A). The lesions had developed from small pustules to a focus of large painful skin damage during the past month. Her past history was free of any skin disease. Arterial hypertension, depression, and osteoporosis were controlled with permanent treatment. Her laboratory findings were unremarkable, including negative hepatitis B surface antigen and hepatitis C virus and normal liver function.

A marginal biopsy was performed, which highlighted a massive neutrophil infiltrate invading subcutaneous fat with necrotic debris associated with PG, with no evidence of vasculitis, malignancy, or infection. The patient had had seropositive rheumatoid arthritis for 32 years and her joint disease was controlled with long term treatment with azathioprine 150 mg/day. Despite the large rapidly progressive skin lesion and threat of leg amputation we decided to stop azathioprine and to begin combined therapy. This treatment included intravenous monthly cyclophosphamide pulse therapy 1000 mg (20 mg/kg), oral cyclosporin A 100 mg/day (2 mg/kg), a moderate dose of prednisone 30 mg/day (0.6 mg/kg) with tapering to 20 mg/day after 2 months, and a local treatment. To achieve a clean wound, she underwent one session of maggot debridement treatment (MDT). After confirming a normal ankle brachial index by duplex we started to apply two layer pressure dressings with occasional granulation tissue promoters. After 3 months of the treatment the wound healed completely (fig 1B). Three additional monthly pulses of cyclophosphamide were given. The patient’s present treatment comprises cyclosporin A 2 mg/kg and prednisone 10 mg/day. She is well, has normal daily living, and no active arthritis.

DISCUSSION
PG is a non-infectious neutrophilic dermatosis that usually starts with sterile pustules, which rapidly progress to painful ulcer with undermined violaceous borders. In 17–74% cases, PG is associated with an underlying disease, most commonly inflammatory bowel disease, rheumatological or haematological disease, or malignancy. Diagnosis of PG is based on a history of an underlying disease, typical clinical presentation,
and histopathology, and exclusion of other diseases that would lead to a similar appearance. Despite recent advances in treatment, the prognosis of PG remains unpredictable. The optimal treatment of PG includes a combination of local wound care and systemic treatment. Often, it is difficult to control aggressive cases, necessitating administration of a combination of systemic treatments. We followed this way and administered first line treatment of high dose corticosteroids and cyclosporin A along with monthly pulses of cyclophosphamide. MDT was first introduced in America in 1931. Sterile maggots of the green bottle fly Lucilia {Phaenicia} sericata are used for MDT. Up to 1000 maggots are introduced into the wound and left for 1–3 days. One of the major advantages of MDT is that the maggots separate the necrotic tissue from the living tissue. In 80–95% of cases a complete or significant debridement of the wound is achieved. An immediate amputation can be prevented as a result of MDT. In another study 21 ambulatory patients with non-healing wounds were treated with MDT. Of the eight patients who were advised to undergo amputation or major surgical debridement, only three required surgical resection (amputation) after MDT. Eleven healed without any additional surgical procedures. It is a simple, efficient, well tolerated, and cost effective tool for the treatment of wounds and ulcers which do not respond to conventional treatment. We used it as first line treatment together with systemic treatment and achieved a rapid and complete effect.

Benefit of immunosuppression for severe Takayasu’s arteritis and coincident primary biliary cirrhosis

E Feist, K G A Hermann, S Filimonow, R I Rückert, T Dörner, F Hiepe


Takayasu’s arteritis and primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) are two unrelated autoimmune diseases without a so far reported coincidence, probably because they occur at different ages. As a systemic vasculitis, Takayasu’s arteritis affects predominantly the aorta and its branches in female patients before the age of 40 years. The clinical manifestations are variable and severe anatomical lesions can lead to life threatening ischaemia. We report an unusual case, where, in Doppler sonography, occlusion of both common carotid arteries (CCA) and of both internal carotid arteries (ICA) as well as of the left subclavian artery was detected. The filiforme external carotid arteries showed an antegrade flow on the right and a retrograde flow on the left side. Along the right subclavian artery, examination showed a post-stenotic signal. Perfusion of the brain was ensured by two hypotensive vertebral arteries with a suspected stenosis on the right side. These severe anatomical changes were confirmed by digital subtraction angiography (fig 1A). Ultrasound examination of the abdomen showed no signs of involvement of abdominal vessels, but a chronic alteration of liver tissue. Despite the age of our patient, Takayasu’s arteritis was diagnosed with the assumption of a disease duration of four decades. Moreover, the remittent attacks of headaches and nausea, the skin involvement, and raised inflammatory parameters were consistent with an active vasculitis. A coincident PBC was supported by high positive AMA, raised measures of cholestasis, and morphological liver changes. Therefore, a therapeutic approach with corticosteroids (initially 50 mg a day) in combination with a cyclophosphamide bolus (700 mg) was justified. Immediately, a clear response was achieved.

Antinuclear antibodies were positive at a titre of 1/1280, with a dense granular nucleoplasmic pattern and cytoplasmic staining suggesting antimitochondrial antibodies (AMA). AMA were confirmed in immunofluorescence on rat kidney cells at a positive titre of 1/32, and in AMA-M2 enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA: >500 U/ml, normal <10).
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improvement of the overall condition and the skin lesions was accompanied by a normalisation of the inflammatory parameters. However, to our surprise, the headaches and the nausea improved also. Two months after the start of treatment, a minimal perfusion of the right CCA and right ICA was noted in magnetic resonance angiography. The treatment was continued with methotrexate in combination with low dose steroids. Additionally, low dose aspirin, a well tolerated calcium antagonist, and ursodesoxycholic acid completed the drug treatment. One year later, a follow up colour coded Doppler sonography showed reduced antegrade flow in the right CCA (20 cm/s) (fig 1B) as well as in the right ICA (40 cm/s), and retrograde flow in the right external carotid artery (70 cm/s). Over a follow up period of 3 years, the clinical, vascular, and laboratory findings remained stable.

DISCUSSION

The supra-aortic vessel occlusions in this case were consistent with a giant cell vasculitis. After consideration of the patient’s history, Takayasu’s arteritis was diagnosed, but it was not possible to exclude Horton’s disease, considering the clinical manifestations. The improvement in headaches, especially, could argue for giant cell arteritis, but conversely, the anatomical changes were more typical of Takayasu’s arteritis.

Regression of vessel occlusions remains rare in Takayasu’s arteritis as well as in giant cell arteritis. On the other hand, it is not always possible to exclude a persistent active giant cell vasculitis of the aortic wall or even of its branches using conventional techniques. The presented case reflects this situation by an unexpected improvement of cerebral perfusion and eventually of the neurological symptoms after immunosuppressive treatment. However, despite the encouraging outcome in our case, adequate treatment in Takayasu’s vasculitis remains a problem. Remarkably, immunosuppressive treatment can be effective even in longlasting and occlusive situations of giant cell vasculitis. A coincidence of different systemic forms of vasculitis with PBC has been reported previously and, therefore, in suspicious cases an autoimmune liver disease should be excluded.4–7
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Effect of etanercept on matrix metalloproteinases and angiogenic vascular endothelial growth factor: a time kinetic study

A Aggarwal, S Panda, R Misra

Chronic synovitis in rheumatoid arthritis results in the formation of pannus that invades the joint cartilage and the underlying bone. Matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) can degrade cartilage, bone, and connective tissue matrix. Of these matrix degrading enzymes, MMP-1 is the most important and is present in the synovial lining of patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA). In synovial tissue, the level of tissue inhibitor of MMP (TIMP) is reduced, tilting the balance towards tissue destruction. The effect of soluble tumour necrosis factor receptor (sTNFr) on these mediators is not known, because the only study available had pooled data of patients treated with sTNFr alone and in combination with methotrexate.

Angiogenesis is central to the maintenance of pannus and is controlled by many factors. Identification of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) as the major angiogenic...

Figure 1 Box plot showing the percentage change at different times in patients treated with etanercept as compared with the baseline value in each patient (A) MMP-1; (B) TIMP-1; (C) VEGF; (D) 28 tender joint count; (E) 28 swollen joint count. o depicts outliers and * depicts extreme values. \( p < 0.05 \), \( \hat{p} < 0.005 \). For values with \( \hat{p}_{corr} \) was not significant after Bonferroni’s correction.
Cytokine profile of bronchoalveolar lavage in systemic sclerosis with interstitial lung disease: comparison with usual interstitial pneumonia

F Meloni, R Caporali, A Marone Bianco, E Paschetto, M Morosini, A M Fietta, F Bobbio-Pallavicini, E Pozzi, C Montecucco

Interstitial lung disease (ILD), which often develops in systemic sclerosis (SSc), is associated with a better prognosis than idiopathic usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) because only a limited number of patients with SSc progress to end stage fibrosis.\(^1,2\) Mechanisms driving the fibrotic evolution of ILD are still poorly understood.

but, recently, on the basis of animal models, a pathogenetic role has been ascribed to an imbalance in the local Th1/Th2 response, with an expansion of the Th2 profile.1

**METHODS AND RESULTS**

We studied the cytokine profile of bronchoalveolar lavage fluid (BALF) of 28 patients with SSc-ILD (6 men, 22 women; mean (SD) age 50.3 (8.9) years). All patients with SSc satisfied the preliminary American College of Rheumatology (ACR) criteria for classification of the disease,4 and respiratory disease was defined on the basis of functional tests and high resolution computed tomography findings as at least grade 1 severity, according to the disease severity scale for SSc.5 Seven (25%) patients with SSc had limited and 21 (75%) diffuse disease. All were positive for antinuclear antibodies; 18 for anti-topoisomerase I, and one for anti-RNA polymerase I and III. Results were compared with those obtained in 13 patients with UIP (10 men, three women; mean (SD) age 56 (16.8) years; all newly diagnosed, previously untreated patients); and nine normal controls (seven men, two women, mean (SD) age 42.7 (12.1) years).

The following cytokines were assessed on concentrated (by ultrafiltration) BALF: two proinflammatory chemokines interleukin (IL)8 and monocyte chemotactic protein-1 (MCP-1), two Th1 related factors IL12 and IL18, and one anti-inflammatory Th2 related cytokine IL10. Data, expressed as medians (25th–75th centile) were analysed with the Mann-Whitney U test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.05).

Table 1 shows that BALF levels of IL8 were increased in patients with SSc-ILD and UIP in comparison with controls (p = 0.05 and p = 0.004). In addition, a trend towards an increase of IL8 levels in UIP compared with SSc-ILD was found (p = 0.07). Levels of MCP-1 were markedly and significantly raised only in patients with UIP in comparison with both SSc-ILD and controls (fig 1). For the Th1 related cytokines, IL12 values did not differ significantly among the groups (table 1), but higher levels were detected in control BALFs. These findings suggest a relatively high constitutional release of IL18 in physiological conditions. On the contrary, IL12 was almost undetectable in patients with SSc-ILD from controls, but it was markedly increased in patients with SSc-ILD (p = 0.0008) (fig 1). Moreover, IL10 levels were higher in SSc-ILD than in controls (p = 0.02; table 1). Finally, no differences in the BALF cytokine levels were seen among patients with SSc-ILD according to their clinical or serological subset (p>0.05).

**DISCUSSION**

Data presented here suggest the presence of a different BALF cytokine profile in SSc-ILD than in UIP. In particular, we found that patients with SSc-ILD had increased levels of IL12, a cytokine shown to attenuate bleomycin induced lung fibrosis in rats.6 7 This might suggest a protective activity of IL12 with respect to the fibrotic evolution in SSc-ILD. In addition, we found that MCP-1 was significantly raised in UIP BALF but only slightly increased in SSc-ILD. Moreover, MCP-1 BALF levels correlated significantly (p = 0.004) with BALF eosinophil counts that are known to be a prognostic factor in SSc-ILD. In fact, MCP-1 has been shown to provoke chronic fibrogenic lung inflammation in animal models of lung fibrosis induced by bleomycin, radiation, or FITC.8 10

Finally, levels of the anti-inflammatory IL10 were higher in SSc-ILD than in controls.

In conclusion, the BALF cytokine profile in SSc-ILD seems to express a more favourable balance between fibrotic (MCP-1) and anti-fibrotic or anti-inflammatory factors (IL12 and IL10) than that in UIP, and this may account for the better prognosis of interstitial damage associated with SSc. Further longitudinal studies are necessary to confirm

**Table 1** IL8, IL10, and IL18 BALF levels in patients with systemic sclerosis associated interstitial lung disease (SSc-ILD) or usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP), and in control subjects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SSc-ILD</th>
<th>UIP</th>
<th>Controls</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IL8 (pg/ml)</td>
<td>24.5 (6.5–46.6)*</td>
<td>34.95 (19.4–52.2)*</td>
<td>13.7 (8.8–16.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL10 (pg/ml)</td>
<td>1.5 (0.0–6.29)*</td>
<td>0.50 (0.3–0.5)</td>
<td>0.0 (0.0–0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL18 (pg/ml)</td>
<td>100.7 (42.1–153.8)</td>
<td>56.4 (19.9–114.4)</td>
<td>47.6 (24.5–214.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Significant difference with respect to controls (Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.05).

Data are expressed as pg of cytokine per ml of recovered BAL fluid. Median values and 25th–75th centile intervals are shown.

**Figure 1** MCP-1 and IL12 BALF levels in patients with systemic sclerosis associated interstitial lung disease (SSc-ILD) or patients with usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP), and in control subjects. Data are expressed as pg of cytokine per ml of recovered BALF. Median values and 25th–75th centile intervals are shown. *Significant difference with respect to controls (Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.05). **Significant difference with respect to both UIP and controls (Mann-Whitney U test, p < 0.05).
whether a different cytokine phenotype might be considered predictive of clinical outcome.
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Gout in liver transplant patients receiving tacrolimus
J C Gerster, M Dudler, N Halkic, M Gillet

Hyperuricaemia and gout have been reported in organ transplant patients treated with cyclosporin, an immunosuppressant inhibiting calcineurin.1,2 Tacrolimus, another calcineurin inhibitor, is nowadays widely used in place of cyclosporin. Hyperuricaemia has been seen in patients receiving tacrolimus1 but, to our knowledge, only rare cases of gout have been mentioned so far.4 Since 1998, 31 patients (22 men, 9 women; current mean age 53 years (range 24–67)) have regularly received tacrolimus for immunosuppression after liver transplantation in the surgical department of Lausanne University Hospital. The mean duration of follow up with tacrolimus treatment was 27.8 months (range 7–57).

In two cases the first manifestations of gout appeared after liver transplantation when these two patients were receiving tacrolimus for immunosuppression.

CASE REPORTS
Patient 1
A 31 year old man received a liver transplant in November 1998. He was treated with tacrolimus at a daily dose of 6 mg, as well as prednisone. He also was receiving treatment with furosemide. In July 1999 he presented episodes of acute arthritis of the right wrist and both elbows. The serum uric acid level was 421 μmol/l and creatinine 105 μmol/l. Gout was not diagnosed until March 2000, when he started to have severe compression of the right median nerve, owing to a voluminous mass located in the anterolateral part of the wrist (fig 1A), which was suspected to be tumoral. Histological examination of the resected material revealed typical gouty tophi (fig 1B). After surgery, he was treated with allopurinol and colchicine. To treat hypertension, he received furosemide and losartan; this latter drug was chosen because it has been shown to have uricosuric properties5 and has proved to be beneficial in hypertensive gouty subjects.6

Patient 2
A 25 year old woman who received a transplant in 1996 for type 1A glycogen storage disease has been treated with tacrolimus since then. Attacks of podagra and arthritis of the left wrist occurred 5 years later when she was receiving tacrolimus 4 mg/day. No tophi could be seen. The serum level of uric acid was 452 μmol/l and of creatinine 190 μmol/l. From the time of diagnosis she has been receiving allopurinol 100 mg/day, and the attacks of gout have resolved.

DISCUSSION
In a large series of patients who had received a liver allograft, hyperuricaemia was detected in about half, in both cyclosporin and tacrolimus treated patients.4 It was assumed that both drugs can impair renal uric acid excretion.1,4

In our series of liver transplant recipients receiving tacrolimus, gout was directly related to tacrolimus treatment in two. In case No 1, large tophaceous deposits developed...
very quickly within an interval of 8 months. The same observation has been frequently made with cyclosporin.\textsuperscript{1,2} Although that patient was also taking diuretics, the causal relationship between tophaceous gout and tacrolimus treatment seems very probable. In case No 2, it is unlikely that her glycogen storage disease could have been a favouring factor for gout because liver transplantation cures the metabolic abnormalities associated with such disease.\textsuperscript{7}

Although no case of gout has been found in the series of patients receiving liver transplants reported by Taillandier et al.,\textsuperscript{8} gout was diagnosed in 6\% of the series of Neal et al.\textsuperscript{4} Although until now cyclosporin has been considered to be the main cause of gout in transplant recipients, our study supports the idea that tacrolimus can similarly induce gout. It appears important to recognise that tacrolimus is a drug favouring hyperuricaemia and gout in some transplant patients, even if probably less likely than cyclosporin. Being aware of this possibility is important so that gout can be treated as early as possible to avoid occurrence of dramatic tophaceous gout, as illustrated in one of our cases.
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